
SIXTH FORM VISITS 2021
• Unfortunately our Visits Programme for next 

year is ‘up in the air’ while we await global and 
national developments. 

• Here is some information about what we usually 
do. 

• We will let you know as soon as we can which 
visits will be going ahead next year when we 
have this information. 



The usual visits we would 
do: 

- Work Experience Exchanges to:  
Madrid, Frankfurt and Paris
- Exchange study visit to: China
- Exchange study visit to: Moscow, Russia
- Residential study visit to: UN Geneva

- Study visit to: South Africa and Lesotho



Who can go?
- European work experience exchanges and 

China exchange: Anyone studying the target 
language
- Moscow exchange: Anyone studying Russian 

OR studying History (priority to be given to 
those studying Russian)
- UN Geneva/Lesotho: successful application 

letter



Madrid
Work Experience

Two week visit in March

Projected cost: £400









Frankfurt
Work Experience

Two week exchange visit in March

Projected cost: £400





Paris
Work Experience

Two week visit in March

Projected cost: £400







Zhenjiang & Shanghai, China

11 day exchange visit in March

Projected cost: £1,800/£2,000 (plus visa costs apx £220)



DAGANG MIDDLE SCHOOL, JIANGSU, 
ZHENJIANG



SAMPLE PROGRAMME

• Flight into Shanghai 
and transfer to 
Zhenjiang

• Exchange with partner 
school – staying in host 
families and local 
cultural visits

• Transfer to Shanghai –
staying in hotel and 
local cultural visits



Moscow, Russia

11 day exchange visit in March

Projected cost: £1400-£1500 (plus visa costs apx £150)



SCHOOL №1514, MOSCOW

Sample Programme tbc 
but to include: Moscow 

and St Petersburg



UN Geneva

Outbound: 6 day visit in July

Projected cost: £610



SAMPLE PROGRAMME

• Flight in/out of  Geneva 
and accommodation in 
Hostel

• Morning briefings and 
evening de-briefs

• Various intensive study 
visits to organisations –
lectures, discussions 
etc.

• Visit to Red Cross 
Museum

• Lake Cruise 



Lesotho and South Africa

18 day visit in July

Projected cost: £3200



“You go for the experience, the travel, and 
because you want to do something good, but 
you stay for the communities in Lesotho. I know 
I’ll never meet another community like 
them…they are the warmest and most 
welcoming people, who you get to work 
alongside and help for the majority of the trip. It 
was hard work, but it was also my favourite part 
of the trip, because of the close-knit community 
and rewarding feeling that you can’t get in cape 
town or driving through the safari. I found their 
attitude inspiring and it definitely did leave its 
mark on me…It was more rewarding than I could 
have ever imagined”, Izabela


